Special Session on “Emerging Trends in BigData, IoT and Social Networks (ETBIS)”
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Theme of Session:
The focal aim of this special session on “Emerging Trends in Big Data, IoT and Social Networks” is to provide an international forum for researchers and practitioners in the fields of Big Data Analytics, Internet of Things and Social Networks. Researchers can interact with others working on same theme, exchange their ideas and disseminate their results and vision.

The main Objectives of the Session can be stated as
- To discuss various issues involved with Big Data Analytics and its effect on Internet community
- To explore the conceptual understandings in the area of cloud computing and it’s data security issues
- Focus on state-of-art research theme’s in social networks, biological networks and technological networks with respect to online streaming data.
- Knock around the architectures and protocols of efficient interconnection of things with its dependencies like data analysis, management, and repository.

Topics of Interest:
We invite original (un-published) research contributions based on the above mentioned theme including following topics but not limited to:
- Big Data Analytics, Use Cases and Platforms
- Big Data Applications
- IoT & Big Data Analytics Development, Deployment, Delivery, and Management Platforms
- Big Image and Video data processing
• IoT Data Analytics & Platforms
• Security in IOT
• Online Social Networks
• Social Computing
• Text analytics – Document Summarization, sentiment analysis
• Cloud Computing and other related topics

**Paper Submission Process:**
Please submit your paper (in word (.docx) format) at
Email: dhineshbabu.vit@gmail.com

With ‘Name of Special Session: “Emerging Trends in Big Data, IoT and Social Networks (ETBIS)”’ mentioned in the subject line.

For any further queries related to this special session, please contact the session chair at:
E-mail ID: dhineshbabu.vit@gmail.com
Mobile No.: 9846939119

**All Accepted and Registered papers will be published in Springer SIST series**

**Indexing:** The books of this series are submitted to SCOPUS, EI-Compendex and Springerlink